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REVISED:

1. **Chapter-I**- Grammatical mistakes in objective is done correct.

   In Page no. 4 hypothesis are revised and used in results.

2. **Chapter-II**- Review of literature –where grammatical mistakes it done correct.

3. **Chapter-III**- In methodology typing and grammatical mistakes is done correct.

4. **Chapter-IV**- Figure IV-2 is done correct. Table IV-22 in column no-4 the unit of population is revised in tons, column 5 average yield in Qty. it done in number and quintals respectively. Table IV-25 title revised.

   In page no. 41 table IV-26 is now page no-43 and table -25 is in number done correct.

   Page -43 general information of Khajua block and page no 45 table IV-32, 33, and 34 there are no need so they are deleted.

5. **Chapter-V**- In research methodology the classification of size group is should 0-1, 1-2 and 2 and above hectares but in table V-1 it was mentioned 0-2 hect, 2-4 hect. & 4 and above hect. which has done correct. Page no. 49 grammatical mistakes are improved. Table-5 & Table-7 revised. Grammatical mistakes are on page no. 53, 54 and 65 , Table V-20, 21 is done correct. Table-30, 31, 32, 34, 35 is revised. Page no-82 is done correct.

6. **Chapter-VI**- Viable option & farming systems- page no. 90 which is repeated and written on page no. 109 is revised. Page no. 92 which is now page no-93 tableVI-3 table V-7 &8 input out put ratio is revised. The alternatives of cropping system and existing system are revised.

7. **Chapter-VII**- Page no. 97 which is now 99 and page no. 100 is now 102 the grammatical mistakes in discussion is done correct.

   The bibliography is revised and done in chronological order.

8. **Appendix**.- The classification it should be 0-1, 1-2 an d2 and above is correct in appendix. The cost of cultivation is revised.

   (i) The criteria of literature in bibliography is revised.

   (ii) Review of literature is revised and summarized.

   (iii) Production function technique in the methodology is deleted because it is not used.